A Practical Approach to IT in Education
Introducing the ABC Methodology
by Medhurst

Why Medhurst?
Experience: Our dedicated education team have worked as school
network or IT managers, there’s always someone on hand with the
right skills.
Your priorities in mind: Our HPE and Aruba accredited professionals
take responsibility for delivering and managing school IT networks
that are within budget and on schedule.
A total solution: Medhurst can design, implement and support your
full IT infrastructure, taking into account interdependencies, so there’s
no danger of bottlenecks or nasty surprises.
Specialist services: With more schools joining forces or relocating
to new facilities, we get sites up and running as quickly as possible
with our specialist relocation service. We collect, wrap and pack your
old IT equipment and install it at the new site – from servers and
switches to laptops and printers.

Why HPE?
Heritage: HPE has helped thousands of UK education institutions
over the past 75 years adapt to changes in policy and adopt new
teaching methods using technology.
Capability: With technology blueprints designed specifically for
primary, secondary and further education, HPE frees up resources by
integrating all aspects of IT infrastructure on a single integrated stack
– from servers to security.
Commitment: A rigorous selection process means HPE is
committed to investing in and supporting accredited partners like
Medhurst to support those working in UK education in delivering the
best pupil outcomes..

Want to find out more?
To see if this approach might be a good fit for you, we’d like to invite you
to a call with a specialist in our dedicated education team. They’ll be
able to answer any questions you have about the Medhurst approach
or arrange for a customer reference call or visit in your region.

What do our
customers say?
“I have to say Medhurst
and HPE really did
Prenton proud over the
summer holidays.
Medhurst were the only
company we dealt with
that did everything as
promised and the level of
the work completed was
exceptional”
Steve Graves,
Strategic ICT Manager,
Prenton High School, Birkenhead
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IT for Schools made as easy as ABC
From Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)1to livestreaming lessons, modern technology transforms
pupil outcomes2 and enhances the school as a
workplace; but it’s only as good as the underlying IT
infrastructure. With budgets always under scrutiny,
every decision must be made with cost in mind –
some schools are having to respond to cuts by
reducing teaching time3.

What do our
customers say?
“The team at Medhurst
were brilliant. There was
no disruption to the
school during the
implementation.”
Edward Gillies,
Head of ICT Services,
Godolphin School

Based on our experience of working with over 500 schools and
colleges in the UK, our team has created the ABC approach to help
educators get value from existing IT assets and adopt modern
technology cost-efficiently.

Creating the Right Foundation - The Three Es
Contact Details
Email us directly at
sales@medhurst-it.com
or support@medhurst-it.com
or call:
Hampshire Office
17 Brunel Way, Segensworth
East, Fareham, Hampshire,
PO15 5TX
T: 01489 563000
North West Office
Frodsham Business Centre,
Bridge Lane, Frodsham,
Cheshire, WA6 7FZ
T: 01928 290101

From primary schools to academies, and grammar schools to colleges
of further education, we’ve identified three key areas where an
infrastructure-centred approach pays dividends.

Enabled
Individuals
When devices connect seamlessly
to an always-available network,
pupils can work in a way that suits
them. The Godolphin School came
to Medhurst when it needed an
infrastructure to support its
individualised learning ideology.
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Enhanced
Experience
Interactive whiteboards and
connected learning devices
support teachers in
differentiation. Pupil feedback is
that classroom technology
improves their learning
experience and increases their
engagement in lessons4.

https://www.ft.com/content/c51f9ee0-f744-11e5-96db-fc683b5e52db
http://uk.businessinsider.com/internet-of-things-education-2016-9
https://www.theguardian.com/education/2017/jun/28/leicestershire-school-plans-four-and-a-half-day-teaching-week
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1467-8535.2005.00508.x/abstract
http://www.educationbusinessuk.net/features/should-all-schools-be-pursuing-cashless-future

Efficient
Operations
When a school becomes
cashless, lunchtime service is
faster and administration cost is
slashed5. Smart projectors and
printers that connect wirelessly
prevent time being lost in lessons
by staff trying to connect
incompatible legacy devices.

Education – More than just IT provision

The Medhurst ABC Methodology

A

Medhurst’s philosophy is to demonstrate mastery by sharing expertise.
Our education practice is staffed with people who originate from
managing and operating IT in schools and can advise you on how to
get the best from your IT Infrastructure.

Assessment

Our formal infrastructure assessment
helps you align IT with school priorities
and decide where to take action.

Embedded expertise
We can place skilled, DBS checked engineers on your premises to
maintain network operation and health. We also offer a managed
service from our Network Operations Centre and can provide
knowledge transfer services.

Fully managed
services that are
flexible, reliable
and responsive

Side-by-side
installs for
knowledge
transfer

Documentation
that talks
your language

B

We assess:
IT Support
Servers, Storage, Switching
& Wireless
Safeguarding

Benchmarking

C

Costing

We benchmark your infrastructure
and help you build a business case
to justify investment.
A clear picture of how your
infrastructure stacks up
against similar schools and
what results your
investment would yield.

Medhurst’s considerate costing and
budget management approach
secures ‘right first time’ pricing.
Benefit from our HPE
Partner status and a credit
facility that is unmatched
by other resellers.

Extra support
in the early days
post-install
SERVERS
& STORAGE
CLOUD

Strategic advice
Whether you need a proof of concept or a technology refresh, we’ll
help you assess your current infrastructure.

NETWORKING

Business case creation
Creating a business case that’s designed to secure approval is
something that we do every day. We understand the nuances of
frameworks, budgets and the rhythm of the school year.
Ad-hoc assistance
With schools trusting us to run their helpdesks, we understand the
variety of issues that come your way – from “should I open this email?”
to “what will the systems impact be if I run this firmware update?”.
Emergency Services
Sometimes you need rapid assistance:
• After a fire in 2016 destroyed the school, The Academy Selsey
asked Medhurst to get its IT infrastructure up and running again.
We provisioned a ‘school in a box’ which allows the Academy to
operate from temporary sites whilst awaiting completion of the
new school.
• In an emergency of a different kind, the new Business and IT
Manager of a secondary school asked us to untangle an inherited
IT estate which was no longer fit for purpose thanks to disparate
server, switching and wireless projects.
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